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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND EMISSIO N ALLOWANCE TRADING : 
THE CASE OF REGULATED UTILITIES 

1. I NTRODUCTION 

For over twenty years, economists have advocated the use of market-based tradable pollu

tion permits as an efficient means of attai ning many environmental policy objectives (Dales 1968; 

Montgomery 1972). In the absence of complicating market imperfections, no alternative regula

tory scheme can achieve a given environmental goal more cheaply than a market-based emission 

permit scheme.1 Though Malueg (1990) has addressed the effects of imperfections in the output 

market of permit trading firms, little attention has been given to the effects of economic regula

tion. In particula r, a question of considerable importance is whether the strong efficiency results 

attributed to permit trading hold when participating firms are utilities that must comply with 

rate-of-return regulation. This paper examines the economic implications of two environmental 

regulatory alternatives-( i.) command and control policies and (ii.) marketable permit schemes-

when the polluting industry consists of rate-of-return regulated firms such as electric utilities that 

face binding environmental pollution emission constraints. The paper thus attempts to integrate the 

theory of marketable pollution permits with the theory of regulated industries in order to examine 

the economic consequences of the interaction between environ mental and regulatory policy.2 

The issues we examine are apposite. The US Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, signed into 

law by President Bush on November 15, 1990, have replaced command and control regu lations 

governing sulfur dioxide (S0 2 ) emissions from electric power plants with a market-based permit 

scheme intended to lower emissions o f S02 . Ti tie IV of t he Amend men ts requires that S02 emissions 

be reduced by 10 million tons below 19 0 levels (to a nationwide total emissions level of .95 million 

1 EvidenLly, A.C. Pigou (1932) was Lhe firs L Lo argue LhaL a marke L-based scheme for polluLion conLrol would 
exhibiL desirable efficiency properLies. Dales (1968) la1er refined and e XLe nded LhaL argument, and Montgomery 
(1972) provided the first rigorous mathematical Lreatrnent. More recently, attention has been directed inc reasingly 
to the performance of permit systems in Lhe prei.cncc of imperfections of one sort o r another. See, inter a/ia , Hahn 
(1984); Lyon (1986); Malueg ( 1990); and Tripp and Dudek (1986). 

2 For a recent survey of t he lite rature 0 11 utility reg ul ation, see Joskow and Rose (1989) . Laplante (1990) 
considers the e ffect of subsidizing pollu tio11 control eq11ip111enL on firm's output choices, using a model o f st rategic 
behavior in an oligopolistic industry, but he docs not examine Lhe effccL of marke t-based e nvironmental control. We 
know of only one other study, by Bold a nd Burtraw ( 1991), that cons iders formally the interaction between uLiliLy 
and market-based environ mental regulation. 



tons) by the year 2000. Nearly all electric power utilities will be affected by the new bill, and most j 

will have to reduce their emissions levels in order for the industry to comply with this requirement. 

The 1990 Amendments provide emitting sources with considerable latitude in choosing com-

pliance strategies. Each electric utility will receive an allocation of emission allowances or permits 

(where, in the language of the 1990 Amendments, an allowance is the right to emit one ton of 

sulfur dioxide on or after the year that it is issued). Utilities may then choose to comply with 

Title IV requirements by (i.) reducing emissions to match the initial allowance allocation ; (ii.) 

reducing emissions below that level and generating excess allowances for sale to other utilities; or 

(iii.) emitting more than the initial allotment and purchasing allowances from other utilities .3 

This pa.per demonstrates that the firm 's actual emissions compliance st rategy is affected by 

the policies of public utility regulatory agencies. Moreover, we show that the effects of regulatory 

policies on the price and traded quantity of emission allowances are complex. In section 2 we begin 

by examining the effects of regulatory policy on the compliance strategy selected by a utility facing 

command and control pollution abatement regulations of the type that existed prior to the 1990 

Amendments. Section 3 extends the model of the firm to include marketable emission allowances 

and examines some qualitative implicat ions of changes in public utility regulatory agency poli cies for 

the quantity traded and prices of emission al lowance prices. Conclusions are presented in-Section 4. 

2. COMMAND AND CONTRO L ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION 

A command and control (CAC) environmental poli cy prescribes t he maximum level of pollution 

emissions permitted at emitting firm s' production facilities. Often, specific abatement technologi es 

are also mandated . Thi s section presents model of a regulated firm that faces two constraints. 

One constraint limits the rate of return on capital investments. The other limits e mjssions of 

some pollutant of interest . T he introduction of an emissions cons traint into the model of a rate 

of return regulated (ROR) firm results in some surprising changes in the firm's behavior, and 

provides interesting insights about t he interaction between the two di stin ct regulatory programs. 

Thus we extend the Averch and Johnson (A- .J) model of a ROR regulated monopoly to include 

an environmental const raint .4 In t he model presented in th is sec tion , the environmental constraint 

3Emissions may be reduced in any one of a 1111mher of ways, including s imply reducing output, ins talling 
capital-intensive scrubbers, repowering LO upgrade boiler efficiency, switching to low-sulfu r coal, and so on. 

4 Averch and Johnson 's primary result- that. regulated utilities have an incentive to overcapitalize-has become 
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appears simply as an absolute upper bound on emissions, e. The environmental regulator chooses an 

upper bound E 0 for emissions, and it is assumed throughout that the required control of emissions 

is perfect-firms do not cheat on their environmental obligations. 

The firm is assumed to be a profit-maximizing monopolist that faces two constraints: the ROR 

restriction on its invested capital and the CAC emissions constraint. It also owns two technologies. 

The firm's production technology is characterized by a twice differentiable production function 

q = f(x,ki), where xis a variable input (say, labor) and k1 is productive capital. It is assumed 

that f is continuously differentiable and strictly increasing in both inputs. The firm's abatement 

technology links the level of output q and abatement capital k2 to pollution emissions through an 

emission function e = h(q,k2).5 Emissions are assumed to increase with output (that is, fJh/fJq > 0) 

a.nd decrease with k2 (that is, fJh/fJk2 < 0). In addition, we assume that as output increases, the 

effectiveness of a unit of abatement capital decreases (that is, fJ2 h/fJqfJk2 < 0). The pollution 

regulation simply requires that the firm 's emissions be lower that some maximum emissions level 

E0 ; that is, h(q, k2 ) ~ E0 . This means that the firm can use one or both of two abatement strategies 

to comply with the emission regulation; it can reduce output or expand its use of pollution control 

equipment, or it can do both. 

The firm faces a strictly downward-sloping inverse demand function p(q) that depends only 

upon its level of production q. Iloth kinds of capital are assumed to be available in any amount 

at the pricer > 0, and x may be purchased at w per unit. Wi t hout loss of generality, we assume 

that the acquisition cost of capital is uni ty, and we also assume that there is no depreciation. The 

firm's profits are given by rr = p(q) q - wx - r(k1 + k2). In the a bsence of ROR regulation, the 

monopoly firm would simply solve th is concave objective function for a maximum in x, k1 , and 

k2. The firm's profits, however , a re constrained by the ROR constraint. The PUC must make two 

decisions regarding this constraint. The first is the actual rate that the fi rm is ~owed to earn on 

rufl 'v\_c.. u nl-tnG:.S I.QM. 

known as the "A-J effect". Joskow (1974) argues that utilities do not have an incentive to overcapitalize during 
times of inflation and when regu latory review is uncertain . More recently, economists have explored alte rnatives to 
rate of return regulation (Braeutigam and Panzar J 989; and Hillman and Braeutigam 1989). Baron ( 1989) explains 
how "incentive regulation" has been and might be impleme nted. He also provides a model in which the firm and 
the regulato r satisfy an incentive compatibility req uirement and in which an equi librium outcome coincides with the 
Averch Johnson overcapitalization result. 

5 It is perhaps most natural to th ink of l.:2 as inves tment in flu e-gas desulfurization equipment, or scrubbe rs, 
and this is the interpretation that we have in mind . We implicitly ass ume that sc ru bber s ize is a continuous variable. 
There are other capital costs that the firm rnay incur that wou ld serve to red uce emissions, including t he ins tallation 
of a new boiler that is capable of burnin g coa l more cleanl y. 
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its capital. Let s > r denote the allo\ved rate of return, so that the difference s - r represents the :: 

extra-normal profit the firm is allowed to earn on its capital stock or ratebase .6 

The second decision for the PUC concerns the make-up of the ratebase. In the A-J model, 

this ratebase is simply comprised of k1 , the productive capital stock. Abatement capital could also 

be included in the ratebase, but it is not at all clear whether such a policy is optimal. Here, we 

assume that all productive capital is incorporated in the ratebase but that some fraction <p E (0, 1] 

of abatement capital will be included in the ratebase.7 The term <p may be viewed either as a 

constant determined by the regulator or as a risk neutral firm's estimate of the probability that 

any given dollar of abatement expenditure will be included in the ratebase. Thus, by changing <p, 

the PUC alters its regulatory strategy and the firm's decision problem. 

Two mathematical features of the firm 's problem will be useful in what follows. First, by the 

inverse function theorem, the derivative restrictions on h( q, k2) guarantee that for a given Eo the 

level of abatement capital k2 can be expressed as a function of q. Let this function be denoted 

k2 = g(q; Eo),8 where g'(q) = dg/dq > 0. Second, the firm is not allowed to earn any extranormal 

profits on its labor costs. This means that it will always choose a cost-minimizing level of x for 

a given (ki,q) pair. Therefore, the firm 's decision problem is decomposed into two parts.9 In the 

first part the firm chooses the cost-minimizing value of x given q and k 1• The cost of purchasing x 

is given by the variable cost function C(w, q,ki), defined as 

C(w, q,ki) =min {wx I q ~ f (x , k1)} . 
.i:~O 

In the second part, given C(w, q,k1 ), the firm selects q and k1 to maximi ze profits subject to its 

ROR constraint. That there are only two decision variables follows from the fact that q uniquely 

determines k2. The firm's decision problem may be written as 

(1) max rr = p(q)q - C(w ,q,k1)- r(k1 + g(q)) 
q ,k1 

s.t. rr ~ (s - r)(k1 + cpg(q) ). 

6 If s = r , the solution to the firm 's problem is in<le terminate; in this model a uti lity that faces a ROR constraint 
withs< r will simply exit the industry. 

7 ln fact , some productive capital may be exclncle<l from the ratebase (for example, in vestments in nuclear power 
plants) but, for ease of exposition we ignore this co rn plication . •· 

"To reduce notational clutter we will o fte n s uppress the reference to Eo a nd simply write this function as 
k2 = g(q) . 

9 This approach follows DiewerL ( HJ8 I), 11po 11 who;,c dcvelop 111e 111. of the A-J model we dra.w heavily. 
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The lagrangian function for this problem is given by 

.C(q,k1 ;A) = JJ(q)q - C(w,q,kt) - r(k1 + g(q;Eo))+ 

A((s - r)(k1 + <pg(q; Eo)) - p(q)q + C(w, q, k1) + r(k1 + g(q; Eo))), 

where A ;::: 0. The first order necessary conditions for a solution to (1) are given by 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(p + qp'(q) - 8C/fJq - rg'(q))(l - A)+ A(s - r)<pg'(q) = 0 

fJC /fJk1 + r - A((s - r) + fJC /8k1 + r) = 0 

p(q)q - C(w,q,ki) - r(k1 + g(q)) - (s - r)(k1 + <pg(q)) = 0. 

From (2b), using the assumptions> r, it follows that A> 0. What's more, equation (2 b) also 

yields 

(2d) 
, _ fJC/fJk1 + r 
A - fJC/fJk1 + s < 1. 

These arguments establish that A E (0, 1), an important fact that will be used below. 

It is now possible to exami ne the firm 's response to both environmental and economic regula-

tory oversight. The A-J model predicts t hat a ROR regulated firm will produce inefficiently, using 

more capital than it would if it minimized costs for a given level of output. We first show the 

surprising way that the need for k2 and pollution abatement affect this outcome. In short, with 

CAC environmental regulation the overcapital ization persists, but it is mitigated by the fact that 

the firm can count both k1 a nd k2 as part of its ratebase. That is, the uti li ty st ill has an incentive 

to inflate the ratebase, but it may now do so using k2 as well as k 1 , thus reducing its incentive to 

move off the efficient locus of input combinations. 

In addition to the efficiency question, we also consider the effect that changes in <p have upon the 

firm's output and pricing decisions. An increase in <p, the proportion of abatement capital al lowed in 

the ratebase, represents a more liberal t reatment of abatement capital and c reates the potential for 

higher profits on the part of the utility. At first blush it seems natural to believe that as <p increases, 

both the use of abatement capital and monopoly profits will increase. However, appearances can 

be decep tive. Note that the ROil constraint, if bindi ng, holds profits below thei r pure monopoly 

value. Usually, profits wi ll incre<isc from the regulated situation only if the firm's outpu t level 

l 



is reduced. As Baumol and Klevorick (1970 ) have shown, only in exceptional cases will the firm 

produce less with ROR regulation t ha n it would have produced without regulatory constraint. 10 A 

downward-sloping demand implies that t he quantity produced by the firm determines consumers' 

welfare. Aggregate consumer surplus is everywhere in creasing in q. We show that as cp increases q 

decreases, which therefore leaves consumers worse off; t hat is, consumer surplus is decreasing in cp. 

We first consider the questio n of whether the firm uses a cost-minimizing input mix, and how 

this decision turns on the regulator 's choice of cp. A brief look at the way this question is answered 

in the A-J model will help to motivate the result presented below. Let t he set of a ll ( k1 , x) pairs that 

set profits equal to the profit constra int be denoted S = {(k1 , x) E Ri I p(q )q-wx-rk1 = (s -r )k1 }. 

It is easy to show, following Baumol and Klevorick (1970) that the firm will choose that point in S 

at which k1 is a maximum. Level curves of the constraint set, along which 7r = (s - r)k1 for a fixed 

level of 71", consist of vertical lines in (k1 ,x)-space. Thus the 7r-maximizing inpu t mix in t he A-J 

case is the right-most point of S, where a vertical line just touches the constraint set (see Figure 1.) 

If at least a part of k2 is placed in the rate base, however, the utility is able to use this abatement 

capital to increase its profits. T he fact that k'J, at least in part, can now be used in place of k1 for 

purposes of profitably increasing the rate base, ea.c;es the press ure to over-use productive capital, and 

the firm moves closer to an efficient production pl an . Level cur ves o f t he new constraint set, given 

by 7r = (s - r )(k1 + cpg(q; Eo)), are now of fi nite slope unless cp = 0. These results are sum ma rized 

in the following proposition. (Our proofs appear in the appendjx. ) 

PROPOSITION l. Suppose that cp E [O, l] , s > r, and Eo are given, and tha.t f and p(q) a.re well-

behaved functions satisfying the smoothness and derivative properties specified above. S uppose 

furtlier that g( q; Eo) and C( w, q, k 1 ) are as defined above, and that t he rate of return and emission 

constraints are binding. Then as cp increases, the firm wil/ move toward a. cost-minimizing (k 1 , x) 

pair. Formally, the profit-maYimizing firm wi/I choose a production pla.n satisfying 

i. If cp = 0, then the firm will select the Averch-Joh11so11 input combination, maximizing its 

use of k 1 subjec t to the constraint; 

ii. If t.p E (0, 1], then the firm will select <in input combinat ion that is between t he A-J choice 

and the cost-minimizing choice, in the sense that 1.: 1 gets s ma//er as cp in creases. 

10The A-J regulaLecl firm wi ll produce less output under rcgulaLory con. LrainL Lhan iL would wiLhouL rcgu laLion 
so long as x and k1 are com plements in prod ucl ion (Rau mo) and l\lcvori ck I 970, p. I 78). 
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The economic interpretation of this result is as follows. If <p = 0, the firm will select the 

input combination that an A-J firm would choose, in which overcapitalization is most extreme. 

As t.p increases the firm will move away from this extreme point , and toward an efficient ( ki, x) 

pair (one that minimizes production costs). However, the proof that appears in the appendix 

also shows that the firm will never choose a cost- minimizing plan. Therefore, while t he a bility to 

place pollution abatement capital in the ratebase removes some of the incentive to overinves t in 

ki, that incentive never disappears completely. This result has an unequivocal implication. If the 

PUC's objective is to encourage efficient production, the ROR regulated firm that faces a CAC 

environmental constraint should be allowed to count its scrubber purchases in the rate base. 

Though efficiency in production is encouraged by liberal regulatory treatment of k2 , concerns 

for the welfare of consumers of electricity dictate the opposite choice. That is, in the presence of 

the two regulatory constrain ts, consumer su rplus is reduced whenever cp is increased . We state this 

result, whose heuristic proof a ppears in the append ix, as follows. 

PROPOSITION 2. Under . the conditions specified in Proposition 1 above, the firm 's level of output 

q is decreasing in cp. 

The consequences of increasing <p can be determi ned as follows. Assume an ini tial equilibrium 

associated with an ini t ial value of i.p, say c;;0 • Let /,;~ and k~ de note the opti mal levels of capital 

at the initial equilibrium. Now suppose <p increases to cp1 > cp0 . At the initial optimal values for 

ki and k2 , a higher level of profits is now permitted; t hat is, the profit constrain t is no longer 

binding. T hus the firm is free to reorganize its production an d abateme nt strategies to exploit this 

opportunity. However, profits a re a decreasing fun ction of output. T hus t he onl y way to increase 

profits is to reduce q. 

The reduction in q also causes the output price to increase and th us a n increase in t.p leads to 

a red uction in consumer surplus. From the perspective of the consume r, in fact, cp = 0 is optimal; 

that is, when the PUC a llows t he utility a rate of return in excess of t he market rate o f retu rn then 

consumer welfare will be maxim ized if 11 0 abatement ca.pita! is included in the ratebase. On the 

other hand , as long as the utility fa.ccs a bindi ng rate of return constrain t it has a n incentive to 

lobby for t.p = 1; that is, t he firm's in terests a rc hcst served if a ll pollution aha.tement equipment is 

included in the ratebase . In effect, the firm is t li cn able more closely to approach its unconst rai ned 
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profit maximizing policy. 

It is interesting to note in this connection that in 49 of the 50 states, state public utility 

commissions do include all abatement capital in the ratebase.11 This clearly benefits the utility at 

the expense of the consumer, reduces economic surpl us in the electric power market and suggests, 

in relation to the use of environmental equipment, regulatory capture by the utilities. 

It is also possible to deduce the effect of regulatory treatment of abatement capital on its use; 

that is, on how k2 responds to changes in c.p. As q falls in response to an increase in cp, and k2 remains 

fixed, then emissions drop below Eo and the emissions constraint is no longer binding. Given · the 

assumption that the emissions constraint is always binding, the firm will wish to rearrange its 

operation so as to exploit the new-found slackness in this constraint. In Figure 2, (q0 , kg) represents 

the initial situation. As cp increases, the firm wishes to reduce q in order to increase its profits. 

This is represented by the leftward movement away from the emissions constraint to q'. In moving 

back to the constraint, we see t hat the firm must red uce its use of /.:2 • Proposition 2 also ensures 

that the new optimal level of output q1 will be less than q0 . The upshot is that an increase in c.p 

leads to a decrease in output anc/ a decrease in the use of abatement capital. The rate of return 

constraint is once again binding because whi le, as q falls and profits rise, at the same time, the 

use of ki and k?. declines. In other words, the wedge between the two sides of the ROR constraint 

created by the increase in c.p is eroded by increasing profits and a declining ratebase. 

As long as the emissions constraint is binding, there is no direct impact on the environment. 

Thus there is no obvious reason to suppose that environmental lobbies prefer any given PUC 

strategy with respect to c.p. One may specul ate, however, that environmental lobbies pre fer that all 

abatement capital be included in the ratebase. \Ve have seen that such a policy leads to reduced 

output , and this has spillover effects in other indust ries. Lower levels of q imply lower levels of 

use of inputs, including coal a nd oil. Negative e nvironmental extern alities are associated with the 

production of many of these inputs . Thus, to the extent that there is a link between lower level s of 

production of these inputs and high er values for c.p, environmental lobbies will prefer policies that 

include abatement equipment in the ratebase. J\n e nvironmentalis t , it seems , would be pleased to 

11 See the N ARUC annual report of I !!!JO. T he lo ne excepLion , Tennessee, is al so an exception in other ways. 
Almost none of its coal-burning plants are owned priva1cly. Te nnessee Valley Authority facilities , which are not 
beholden to the PUC in the same way that a private corporation woul<l he, s upply Tennessee with most o f its 
electricity. _. 



see cp = l. 

Finally, in this model, producers of pollution abatement equipment have a paradoxical incentive 

to lobby for the exclusion of abatement equipme nt from t he ratebase. While, at the margin, an 

increase in cp makes abatement equipment more valuable to the utility, it also allows the firm to 

reduce output and optimally decrease its use of abatement equipment . To some extent, this result 

is an artifact of the assumption embedded in the model that the firm only uses abatement capital 

and/or output adjustments to control emissions. However, in fact abatement technology may be 

such that at any given output level the firm is able to achieve the same e missions level by trading 

off abatement capital against variable inputs such as fu el and labor. In this case, we speculate 

that increasing cp has confounding output and substitution effects on the demand for abatement 

equipment. The negative effect of a decrease in output will sti ll exist but there will be a positive 

substitution effect as abatement capital's shadow pri ce will fall rela tive to those of other abatement 

inputs. Thus, if abatement input substi tution is feasib le, the net effect of an increase in cp on the 

use of abatement capital depends on abatement input substitu t ion elasticities. 

In summary, even in a fairly simple model, the utility t hat faces both a rate of return constraint 

and a CAC environmental const rai nt must deal with a su rprisingly complex decision problem. Our 

results show that the way in which the utility regulator treats pollution abatement equipment 

is a very important determinant of the firm ·s behavior. There is a tension, on the pa rt of the 

PUC that seeks to e nhance socie ty 's welfare posit ion, between two powerful competing interests . 

Including abatement capital in t he ratebase moderates the production ineffi ciencies that usually 

arise from ROR regulation. This frees up resources fo r uses that a re now more profitable, and in a 

general equilibrium sense it makes society better off. l!owcvcr, setting <p = I ;i ppears to harm the 

welfare posit ion of consumers of electricity by ca using the regul ;ited firm to red uce its output and 

charge a hig her pri ce. Whether t he wcl ra rc effects in this market arc la rger t han or sma ller than 

the (partia lly offsetting) effects elsew here in the economy is a quest ion that lies outside the scope 

of this analysis. The deep paradox the attends rc•gulatory treatment of envi ronmental clean-up 

highlights the difficulties with regu l;i t i on gc11crnlly ;ind with com bi nations of rcgu latory constraints 

in particula r. 



3. ALLOWA NCE TRADI NG A ND UTILITY REGULATIO N 

A regulated firm's decision problem grows more complicated when when it is augmented by 

an environmental constraint, but the fact that emissions are capped exogenously at Eo helps to 

ease the decision-making burden. It is true that giving the firm additional latitude by allowing 

it to choose an emissions level, and then to enter a market for allowances, can reduce a firm's 

compliance costs. However, even in a fai rly simple model the decision problem itself is much more 

complicated. In order to sort out the implications of the dual regulatory regimes in the presence 

of allowance trading, we first examine the firm 's behavior when emission allowances can be traded, 

but there is no rate of return regulation. Then we consider the effects of rate of return regulation 

on these conditions and examine the effects of different regulatory treatment of emission allowance 

purchases upon the firm 's choice of output, emission , and trading variables. 

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments create a new commodity called an emission allowance, 

and seek to foster a national market in these allowances. Though elect ric ut ilities are asked to 

embrace the new allowance tradi ng provisions, and are required by the law somehow to acqui re 

them at a substantial expense, the property rights that inhere in an allowance are in some doubt. 

It appears, from Section 403(f ) of Title IV, tha t future allowance allocations can be canceled by a 

future Congress. 12 The unce rtainty that accompa11ies a purchas e of allowances by virt ue of this fact 

is likely to have complex effects on the allowance market. It seems clear that a utility 's emission 

allowances, both those it is endowed with and those it purchases, a re assets wit h li ves of uncertain 

length . In practice, the capitali zed value a t which th ese assets trade will reflect that fact. Here, 

however, we assume that utilities believe emission allowances will exist in pe rpe tuity and t hus that, 

in a world of certainty, the price a.t whi ch t he allowances a re leased , ]Je, divided by the market 

interest rater is the acquisition price of a.n emiss ions asset (pefr ). 

In the absence of rate of return regul ati on, unde r conditions of certainty, ownership of emission 

allowances provides the utility with no adva ntage over leasin g a llowances on a per period of t ime 

basis. 13 Thus, with no loss of ge11erality, the firm is assumed init ially to pa rticipa te only in the lease 

12The key language of Sectio n 40J (f) s lates LhaL allowances '"do no L cons Li LnLe a properly right ." According 
Lo Bumpers (1991 ), "Congress may rescind Lhe r ight to receive allowances and this rescission would no L amount t o a 
taking . . .. " Hahn and Hes ler (I 989) have arg ued 1 ha t 11ncer1 ainLy ove r pro pe rty righl.s had been a lead ing culprit 
in the disappointing performance of earlie r aLl e mpLs a l market based environme nt al cont rol regimes. 

13The firm may view owners hip and lca l'i 11 g d iffcrc 111 ly fo r many reasons that arc uo t conside red here . These 
might include differential Lax LreaLmcuL of c;1piLal acq11i si1io m; and o peral.ing expe nses , as we ll as uncertainty about _ 
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market. The firm is endowed by the environ mental regulator with an initial allocation of emission 

allowances L0 , and it may acquire o r sell allowances in any amount at the current lease price Pt 

(that is, the emission allowance market is competitive). The firm is required to have emission 

allowances equal to its actual emissions; that is, e = e, where e denotes emissions and e denotes the 

quantity of emission allowances owned or leased by the firm. Thus the net cost of using emission 

allowances to satisfy its environmental constraint is Pt(l - L 0 ). 

Under these conditions , again employing the variable cost function C( w, q, ki), the firm now 

must choose three variables: k1 , k2 , and q. (Note that e is uniquely determined by these variables.) 

As before, the ROR constraint is assumed to be binding. We also assume that the firm will never 

hold excess allowances; that is, e = e.14 Substituting the production function directly for q, and 

h(q,k2) fore the profit function may be written 

(3) 7r = p(q )q - C(w, q, ki) - r(k1 + k2) - Pe(h(q, k2) - Lo ). 

Note that in this specification the fi rm may make money on its allowance transaction. If h(q, k2 ) < 

Lo the firm is a net seller of allowan ces and the term - z>t(h(q, k2) - Lo ) is an addition to profits. 

Without a . ROR constraint, the firm is free to mnximize (3) su bject only to t he nonnegativity 

constraints. The three firs t order necessary condit ions for a maximum to (3) are given by 

(4a) fh/oq = J\/(q) - Cq - pehq = O 

( 4b) 

(4c) 

where, for example, h q denotes the partial derivative of h(q , /.:2 ) with respec t to q, and where 

M(q) = p + q p'(q) denotes the firm 's marginal revenue. 

Equation (4a) is simply the usual margin ality cond ition for a pure monopoly seller: marginal 

costs mus t equal ma rginal revenue . ll ere, tho ugh, we include the marginal cost of e nvironmental 

compliance as one component of margina l cost. Equation (-le), which implies that abatement costs 

will be equated across compliance st rategies, is of particular interest. Thi s expression may be 

the future availability o f a llowances fo r lease. 
14 In a dynamic model o f allowa.11cc tradi11g, utiliti es rnay choose to ovc rco mpl y with t he c 11viro11111e11tal con

straint in a g iven period in o rder to free 11p a ll owan ce!> for 11!.C at a. lat e r date. \\le ig nore t liis possibility in o ur s tatic 
model. 
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written Pt = -r/hk2 > 0. The term -r/hk2 can be thought of as the marginal cost of reducing 

emissions via abatement capital. The ma rginal cost of complying with the law using allowances is 

simply Pt , the allowance price. Equation (4c) therefore requires that in order to maximize profits 

the profit-maximizing firm eq uates the marginal cost of reducing emissions by using abatement 

capital with the price of an emission allowance; that is, it must minimize the cost of its compliance 

strategy. 

In a competitive emission allowance ma rket, in equilibrium, this result holds for all firms. 

Thus it implies economic effici ency in compli ance technology; that is, ma rginal abatement costs, 

determined by the choice of k-i, will be identical across all firms. Differences in hk, across firms 

provide incentives for allowance trading that wi ll remove those discrepancies. This is, in effect, the 

primary result of Montgomery ( 1972). It is also st raightforward to show that in this case without 

ROR regulation , the firm will choose a n efficient input mix: f x/ fk 1 = w/r. That is, production 

costs are minimized for any level of output . 

When emissions trading is permitted between ri rms that face rate of return regulatory con

straints the problem becomes more compli cated. Pirst, it is important to recogni ze that leasing 

allowances is no longer necessarily identical to purchasing allowances. To the ex tent tha t t he asset 

market value of allowa nces is included in the ratebase, owning a n al lowance provides the utility 

with a ratebase enhancing advantage over leas ing it . Users of al lowances the refore have incentives 

to acquire permanent ow nership of those allowa nces. In contrast , utilities with excess allowances 

have incentives to lease them rather t ha n lose ownership . Il ere we assume that the al lowances a re 

sold ; that is, users offer a sufficient (and sufn ciently small ) ince nt ive to holde rs of surplu s allowances 

so that they are indiffe rent between leasin g those allowances or selling them. 

Given t hat the lease price of an allowance is pe, then (as noted above) its acq ui sit ion price is 

ptfr. We assume t hat its acq uisition pri ce is tlie potc11ti aJ contribution of t he emissio 11 a llowance to 

the firm 's ratebase. However, as was the case wi th abatement capital , the PUC ma.y choose to allow 

none or only a part of th is investmen t in the utility 's ratebasc. The frac tion of emission allowa nce 

invest ment permitted in the ratcbase is denoted fJ , where we assu me that () E [O, l]. T hus, a more 

liberal t reatment of emission al lowances for ralchasc purposes is re fl ected by an incrca5e in e. If 

() = 1 then all investments in emi ssion al lowances a rc co1111 ted as part of the rn.tcbase . 
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The possibility tha.t emission allowances may be included in the ra.tebase is reflected in the 

following ra.te of return constraint: 

(5) tr~ (s - r)(k1 + k2 + O(plfr)l). 

The fa.ct is, as noted a.hove, that almost all states allow all abatement capital to be included in 

the rateba.se. Thus we assume throughout the remainder of the paper, as in equation (5), that 

c.p = 1.15 This specification of the constraint implies that no distinction is made for rate-making 

purposes between purchased allowances and those that were granted by the government. In fact, 

it now appears that there will be differences in these two categories of allowances- most notably 

by the IRS, for tax purposes-but we will not draw such a distinction here. While treating them 

differently might very well change the global solution to the firm 's profit maximization problem it 

ha.s no effect on the qualitative consequences of changes in PUC policy with respect to 0. Here we 

choose simply to treat allowances as allowances. 

Using the assumptions that q = f(x,k1 ), that the firm chooses x efficiently given q and ki, 

and that the firm does not hold excess allowances (so that e = h( q, k2 )), the firm's optimization 

program takes the form 

(6) max tr= p(q)q - C(w,q, k1 ) - r(k1 + k2 ) - Pt(h(q, k2 ) - Lo) 
q,ki,k2 s.t. tr:::; (s - r)(k1 + k2 + O(plfr)l). 

The lagrangian function for this program is given by 

C(q, k1; ..\) = p(q)q - C(w, q, k1) - r (k1 + k2 ) - Pt(h(q, k2 ) - Lo )+ 

..\((s - r)(k1 + k2 + O(ptfr)l- p(q)q + C(w,q, k1 ) + r{k1 + k2 ) + pe(h(q,k2) - Lo )) , 

where ,\ ;::: 0. The first order necessary conditions for a solution to (6) a.re given by 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(p+ qp'(q) - 8C/8q- Pthq)(l - ..\ ) + ..\(s - r)(Optfr )hq = 0 

8C/8k1 + r - A((s - r) + 8C/ 8k1 + r ) = 0. 

{7d) p(q)q - C ( w, q, ki) - r{k1 + k2 ) - pe(h(q, k2) - Lo ) - (s - r )(k1 + k2 + O(ptfr )l) = 0. 

15Thus, we ignore the important and interesting ques tion of how a regulator seeking to maximize some measure 
of social welfare should jointly choose 8 and <p. 
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The argument in section 2, following equations (2) above, may be used to establish that once 

again >. E (0, 1). Using this result and combining (7b) and (7c), we may derive one of the three 

key results that were presented in the previous section for a firm that faces a CAC environmental 

constraint. This is that only when 0 = 0 will the ROR regulated firm will face the same incentives 

for selecting capital inputs that a pure profit-maximizing firm faces. If at least a part of e is placed 

in the ratebase, then the utility is able to use allowances in the same way that it previously used 

abatement capital to exploit the allowed profit. Now, as l is used in place of k1 for purposes of 

profitably increasing the ratebase, the firm once again finds that it can move toward to an efficient 

( k1 , x) mix. Level curves of the constraint set in this problem are once again of finite slope unless 

0 = O. While this result will not be ·stated formally, a discussion that appears in the appendix 

establishes it informally. 

Again an important question here is the nature of the firm's compliance strategy. The first 

order necessary conditions of the firm's optimization problem, slightly reformulated to include x as 

a decision variable rather than q, yield 

(8) 
r r - >.s 

Pt= -- · · hk2 (1 - >.)r - O(s - r)>. 

Thus, the rate of return regulated firm maximizes profits by equating the price of an emission 

allowance with the marginal cost of abatement -r / hk2 multiplied by the adjustment factor 

(9) 
r - >.s 

( 1 - ,\ )r - 0( s - r )..\ ' 

which we claim is strictly less than one whenever 0 < 1. To see this, note from (7b) that r - >.s > 0. 

Adding and subtracting ..\s to the denominator, (9) can be written as 

r - >.s 

r - .As+ .A(l - O)(s - r)" 

By assumption, s > r and 0 < 1, and it has been noted that while the rate of return constraint is 

binding, >. > 0. Thus .A( 1 - 0)( s - r) > 0, and the claim is established. It follows from (8) that if 

0 < 1 and the rate of return constraint is binding then Pt < -r / hk2 • 

The above result shows that when none or only a part of the acquisition cost of an allowance 

is included in the ratebase, the firm maximizes profits when the price of using emission allowances 
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(Pt) is smaller than the marginal cost of reducing emissions using abatement capital. Thus, when 

(} < 1 the firm does not minimize the costs of its emissions compliance strategy. 

The reason for this result is that when (} = 1 there is no longer any difference between the effect 

of a unit of expenditures on emission allowances or abatement capital with respect to the firm's 

ratebase. When both <p and(} equal 1, the ratebase increases by the same amount whether the firm 

satisfies its emissions constraint by the same expenditures on either abatement equipment or the 

purchase of emission allowances. A similar result appears in Bohi and Burtraw (1991), who show 

that when expenditures on abatement capital and emission allowances are treated differently for 

purposes of ratebase determination firms will not minimize the costs of their emissions strategies. 

It is also worth noting that if the rate of return constraint is not binding (that is, .X = 0), then 

again equation (9) implies that Pt = -r / hk2 • Thus, if the firm is able to achieve its unconstrained 

level of profits, not surprisingly, it will pursue its unregulated emissions strategy. 

A central concern of this paper is whether placing emission allowances in the ratebase increases 

the firm's demand for emission allowances. We now show that the effects are likely to be ambiguous; 

this suggests that the complex connection between ratemaking treatment and allowance market 

performance should be examined numerically. The above discussion indicates that as (} increases, 

given that Pt and r are exogenous to the firm, the absolute value of hk2 will increase. If output, 

q, is held constant, as (} increases an increase in hk2 can occur only if the level of abatement 

capital is reduced. This follows from the assumption that 82h/8k~ > 0-that is, for any given level 

of output, as the use of abatement capital decreases the marginal effect of abatement capital on 

emissions reductions rises. Thus, at any given output level, as (} increases emissions also increase 

and thus the quantity of emission allowances demanded by the firm increases. A rise in (} thus 

results in a substitution effect away from abatement capital towards emission allowances. However, 

there is no reason to believe that when (} is increased output will remain fixed. 

Given an initial value for 8, say 8°, at the optimal values for the choice variables, say q0 , k?, 

and k~ the rate of return constraint is assumed to be binding. If(} increases, then, at the original 

equilibrium the rate ofreturn constraint is no longer binding. However, as before the profit function 

is strictly decreasing in output at q0 (see the appendix) and thus the only way in which the firm 

can increase profits is to reduce output. The reduction in output, coupled with the fact that by (9) 
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the absolute value of hk2 will increase to a reduction in the use of abatement capital. The effect of 

an increase in 8 on the demand for emission allowances, then, is ambiguous. The output effect will 

tend to reduce the quantity of emission allowances demanded by the firm while the substitution 

effect into allowances and away from abatement capital will tend to increase it. 

Given that the effect of an increase in 8 on the location of the individual firm's demand curve 

for emission allowances is indeterminate it is not possible to argue from "first principles" that the 

market price of emission allowances will rise or fall. The overall quantity of allowances supplied is 

fixed by government edict. However, whether an individual firm increases or reduces its demand 

for allowances depends on whether, for that firm, the positive substitution effect outweighs the 

negative output effect. The size of the substitution effect clearly depends on the firm 's abatement 

technology and this technology differs across power plants (and therefore utilities). Thus, at any 

given allowance price, an increase in 8 may cause some firms to increase their quantities demanded 

and others to decrease their quantities demanded. Therefore, whether the inclusion of investments 

in allowances in the ratebase will increase or decrease allowance prices is a question that awaits 

further analytical and empirical study. 

Whether the quantity of allowances traded between utilities will rise or fall is also unclear. For 

purposes of illustration, suppose that only two utilities exist and that both are subject to the same 

PUC policy. Under the initial policy, when 8 = 8° , suppose that utility A has a positive excess 

demand for allowances (lA > L~) while utility B has a negative excess demand for allowances 

(la < L'1 ). The initial competitive equilibrium in the allowance market is illustrated in Figure 3 

under the assumption that in relation to allowance prices the firms have well behaved excess demand 

and supply functions. 

In Figure 3, ED~ is A's initial excess demand function , ES~ is B's initial excess supply 

function, p~ is the initial allowance price and t° is the initial quantity of allowances traded. An 

increase in 8 to 81 could well cause both A and B to reduce their demand for allowances resulting 

in downward shifts in both A's excess demand curve and B's excess supply curve to, say, ED~ and 

ES1 respectively. In the case illustrated in Figure 3, there is no change in traded quantity but the 

market price for allowances fall s. However, it is quite possible that A's demand for allowances will 

rise while B's demand for allowances will fall. In that case (which does not appear in Figure 3), 
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A's excess demand curve would rise, B's excess demand curve would fall and traded quantity would 

increase. However, the effect on allowance prices would be ambiguous and would depend on the 

relative movements of the utilities' excess demand and supply curves. 

Finally, it is important to recognize that an increase in 8, by allowing firms to reduce output 

to increase profits, also increases electricity prices and reduces consumer surplus. Again, as in the 

command and control case, there is a clear conflict of interest between consumers of electricity and 

utilities with respect to PUC policy. The optimal policy from the perspective of the consumer 

(assuming the rate of return constraint is binding) is for the PUC to set () = 0. The utility 

maximizes its profits if () = 1. 

If abatement capital is included in the ratebase (that is, if <p = 1), we conjecture that the 

social welfare consequences of setting () equal to zero rather than one are ambiguous. When () = 0, 

consumers benefit from lower prices, but firms do not minimize either their compliance costs or 

their production costs. The full force of the A-J overcapitalization inefficiency comes into play, 

and firms rely too heavily on the use of scrubbers to come into compliance with the env~ronmental 

constraint. If() = 1, compliance costs (in a locally optimal sense) are minimized and productive 

input mix distortions are mitigated, but consumer welfare is reduced. 

We therefore agree with Bohi and Burtraw (1991), who have shown that if abatement capital 

and emission allowances are treated identically with respect to their inclusion or exclusion from the 

ratebase, utilities will behave efficiently in their emissions strategies. The results presented above 

indicate that consumer welfare is maximized if both abatement capital and emission allowances are 

excluded from the ratebase (that is, if both <p and () are set equal to zero). In effect, by pursuing 

this policy, the PUC minimizes the adverse consumer welfare consequences of allowing utilities 

to earn rates of return in excess of competitive levels and provides the correct incentives for cost 

minimizing emissions programs. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments constitute landmark environmental legislation. Title IV, 

the so-called acid rain title, requires massive reductions in S02 emissions. In addition , economic 

incentives in the form of marketable allowances will be used to achieve these reductions. Marketable 

permit schemes have been demonstrated to result in economically efficient compliance with envi-
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ronmental objectives when the polluting industry is perfectly competitive. However , the electric 

power industry operates under conditions that do not even closely approximate the competitive 

ideal; that is, firms in the ind us try are regulated monopolies. In this study, the familiar A verch and 

Johnson (1962) model of the rate-of-return regulated industry has been extended to account for the 

effects of both command and control environmental regulation and the introduction of marketable 

pollution allowances. The analysis has provided a series of new results that often appear to be 

counterintuitive. 

Introducing an environmental constraint in the form of a. CAC regulation has several con

sequences for economic efficiency and welfare. Applications of the theory of second best have 

frequently demonstrated that when economic a.gents face one set of distortiona.ry incentives (as a. 

result of market structure or government regulation), the introduction of another set of economic 

distortions may be welfare enhancing. Here, we have demonstrated that changes in the ra.tebase 

treatment of abatement capital lead to three important changes in the behavior of a. regulated 

utility. First , an increase in the share of abatement capital investment permitted in the ra.tebase 

(<p) leads the firm to select a more efficient input mix. This result is due to a. relaxation in the firm's 

profit constraint. Second, however, the same incentive leads the firm to reduce its output level, 

which increases electricity prices and lowers consumer welfare. Third, also because the firm reduces 

its output , it tends to reduce its use of abatement capital. The net social welfare effects, in a general 

equilibrium sense, of changes in the ratebase treatment of abatement capital are ambiguous. 

When a CAC environmental constraint is replaced by an allowance trading market, the firm's 

compliance decision problem becomes more complicated. The firm must select optimal levels of 

output, abatement capital, and sulfur dioxide emissions. We have shown that in the absence of 

ROR regulation, the firm will adopt an efficient abatement strategy. When a. binding ROR profit 

constraint is introduced and abatement equipment is included in the ratebase but allowances are 

not, the firm does not choose an efficient abatement strategy. The effects of admitting allowances 

into the ratebase have also been shown to resemble those that obtain when, under a. CAC regime, 

abatement capital is included in the ratebase. First, the firm's productive input mix becomes more 

efficient. Second, it reduces output in order to increase profits, with an attending reduction in 

consumer welfare. In addition, when allowances are included in the ra.tebase , unambiguously, firms 
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are shown to use less abatement capital. The effects on the quantity of emission allowances are 

ambiguous, involving a substitution effect away from abatement capital toward allowances, and an 

output effect that reduces emissions. Finally, when abatement capital is included in the ratebase, 

the full inclusion of allowances in the ratebase causes firms to adopt an efficient (cost-minimizing) 

compliance strategy. Again, these results indicate that changes in (} have ambiguous effects on net 

social welfare. 

This study is based upon a model that quickly becomes complex analytically, but that cap

tures only the basic elements of the decision problems that firms must solve in meeting the new 

requirements of the 1991 Amendments. We have restricted a utility's compliance strategies to 

three: reducing output , installing scrubbers, or purchasing allowances. In fact, there are many 

other choices that figure importantly in compliance planning decisions. One of these is switching 

fuels from high to low sulfur coal, which leads to reductions in emissions without the construction 

of expensive scrubbing equipment. There is also the purchase of power from non-coal burning 

sources, including nuclear and hydroelectric. Even a moderately large utility-one that owns sev

eral coal-burning units and perhaps a number of other generating facilities-must make its overall 

compliance decisions in an environment that is inherently stochastic. It would be very interesting 

to investigate the consequences of introducing uncertainty into the model, a difficult extension that 

has not been considered here. 

Because of the difficulty that one faces in constructing meaningful analytical models that 

explain the allowance market, and in deducing the effects of various regulatory practices upon 

allowance prices and trading volumes, it would appear that numerical simulations would be another 

interesting extension of this study. This task is taken up in future work, but it is hoped that this 

study has provided a set of valuable insights into the complexities that accompany any effort to 

combine environmental and utility regulation. 
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APPENDIX 

Before presenting the proof of Proposition 1, it will be helpful to develop a geometrical in

terpretation intuition of the Averch-Johnson model, and to expand upon t he way that pollution 

abatement purchases affect the firm's decisions (this discussion draws upon Daumol and Klevorick 

1970 and Bailey and Coleman 1971). It is easiest to work in (k1 , x) s pace, the space of productive 

inputs. The profit function, 7l' = p(q)q - w:i: - r( k 1 + g(q; Eo )) (whi ch can be expressed entirely as 

a function of k1 and x with a suitable substitution of J for q) is strictly concave. The projection 

of its intersection with the ROR profit constraint onto the (k1,x)-plane traces out a curve whose 

interior is a strictly convex set in Ri. This curve is the tear-shaped object labelled S in Figure 4; 

it consists of all productive input pairs t ha t exactly satisfy the ROR constraint. Note that given 

k1 and x (which together uniquely determine q), a nd given the function g (w hich together with q 

determines k2) , the firm 's production pl an is completely s pecified. 

In the A-J world, the firm will rhoosc a. point that maximi zes k1 on the curve; this point is 

labelled A in Figure 4. The set o r cfficic 11t ( /.: 1 , x ) pairs (efficient in the sense that they minimize 

the cost of producing any g iven level or output with a given set or input prices) is represented by 

the dashed curve. The point P, at which a 11 unregulated monopolist wou ld maximize its profits, 

must lie along this curve. If the firm were to minimize the costs or produ ci ng the same output that 

is produced at A, it would move up and left <1long the isoq uan t qA to point D. T he famous A-J 

effect corresponds precisely to the cl iffNence between points A and fl in thi s diagram. Point C is 

the only point that lies on S <1nd t hat represents a.11 efficient input mix. 

The proof of Propositi on l requires show ing first that whenever cp = 0, a firm that faces 

ROR regulation will choose A , the s;i111c point th;it a.n A-J firm would choose, a.nd second that for 

cp E (0, 1], the firm 's input combination wi ll b0 strictly between A a.nd Ca.lo ng S. 

PROOF OF PROPOSITIO N 1: Le t tl1e profit tonstrn int be given by 7r = (s - r )(/.: 1 + cpg(q; Eo)). The 

firm will choose an input mix so a.c; to eq ua lize lhe slope o f a le\'cl curve or this constraint and S. 

The slope of a level curve may be found h.\· tot.ally dirrercntial ing the cons traint , a nd setting the 

res ult equal to zero. T his <lerivati ve is µ; i\·t- 11 by 

(Al) 0 = (s - r)rll.-, + (.~ - r).pr/(q)(f,.d:i: + fk 1 rll.:1 ), 
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where f x and fk
1 

denote the par tial derivatirns off with respect to x and k1 respectively. Equation 

(Al) may be rearranged to yield 

(A2) 
dx 

dk, 
1 + r.pg'(q)fk1 fk1 1 

r.p9'( fJ )f x = - -f-x - r.pg'( fJ )f x < O. 

From equation (A2), a level curve of the constraint is negatively (and finitely) sloped for any cp > 0, 

while this slop e goes to negative infi nity as r.p - 0. T hat is, for r.p = 0, t he firm will choose the 

rightmost point on S. This result is also apparent, using Averch and John son's own development, 

once it is noticed that the constraint becomes simply 11' = (s - r)k1 when r.p = 0. 

To show part ii., note that the unregulated monopolist will choose an input combination 

at which dx/dk1 = fk) fx = -1·/w. Equation (A2) can only sati sfy this equality if the term 

(cpg'(q)fz)- 1 vanishes, but for finite an d s trictly posi tive (ki,x) pairs the two de rivat ives a re finite, 

and it is always true that r.p S: l. T hu s. al the optimal input com bination dx/clk. 1 <I fk
1
/fx I-

Finally, we must show that the opti111nl iuput combi nation will be somewhere above and to the 

left of t he point A along S. Let U 1r (r.p) = {(/•1, .1;) E Ri I (s - r)(I.: + r.p9( q)) > 7r}. T his set may be 

thought of as the upper contour se t of 11' for a givcu r.p. Now, by way of contrncli ct ion , suppose t hat 

with cp > 0 the firm were to choose a. (/.: 1 , .r) pair D so t lrnt J.:r > l.:f and J; 11 > x 0 (see Figure 4). 

This implies that U,,.(r.p) n cl(S) -:f 0, where cl(S) is simply the closure of a set S. Clearly, there 

are elements of Sin this intersec tion. whirh means that there exis t input pairs that satisfy the rate 

of return constraint and that yie ld hig he r profits tlia11 po int D. This contradicts th e assumption 

the point D was optimal, a nd we co1H.: l11d0 that t h0 opti mal poi11t is above rl. This com pletes the 

proof of Proposition 1. I 

The proof of Proposit io n 2 proceeds i 11 two s teps, th <' firs t of which is to prove the following 

lemma establ ish in g that at the opti nrnl pair (r(,l•j). profits arc declining in ou tput. 

L EMMA 1. Under the /Jy poLlt cscs of l'ropo.'>ition 2. the firm 's profit fo11 ctin11 is clcclini11g in q at 

Pn.oor or LEMMA 2: The firm 's prolit fu11rlio11 is rr = p(q)q - C( 111. 'f, k. 1 ) - r(k 1 + g(q)), and 

the deri vative of this expression wit h res pl'CL lo,, is urr/Dq = M (q) - iJC/iJr1 - r!J'( q)), where 



M(q) = p + qp'(q) is ma rgina l revenue. Com bining t his expression with (2a.) , we see t hat 

(A3) 

Equation (2d) yields 

(A4) 

fhr 1 ,\(s - r)ipg' (q) 
fJq = AI(q) - DC/fJq - rg (q) = - (l - .\) . 

(1 - .\) 
DC I Dk1 + 1· 

(s - r) 

We are through if it can be shown that fhr /fJq < 0. Combining (A3) and (A4), we have 

~11' = -(DC/fJk1 + r)ipg' (q) < 0, 
uq 

which was to be shown. We conclude that , because profits a.re declining in q, a n in crease in profits 

can be accomplished only by red ucing output. Th is completes t he proof of Lemma 1. I 

PROOF OF PROPOSITIO N 2: Refcrri ng again to figure ,, , we will provide a geometri cal a nd heuristic 

proof of Propositio n 2. Note that in t he A-.J mod el, o ne may examin e the moveme nt of output 

and productive input combinatio ns as .~ in cr0ases. Th is increase, when 1· is held fixed, simply 

increases the slope of t he constrai nt plan e t hat traces out S. ff <p = 0, t hen ou r ROil profit 

constraint is identical to the A-.J constraint- it is a. pla ne in 3-space. When <p becomes positi ve, 

and then increases, the constra int is no longer a plane, but rather a. cu rved surface ly ing a bove the 

7r = (s - r )k1 plane. The dista nce between these two object s grows as <p in creases, a nd t he set o f 

points in 3-spa.ce satsifying 7r = (s - 1·)(/.-1 + -;g(q; £0 )) '·curls up" and passes t hrough the profit 

surface. 

Given a value for <p, the firm's opti111 a.I choice of k1 and x will be found where a level curve 

of the constraint surface has t he sa 111 e slo pe as t he profit fu nction in (1.: 1 ,x)-spa.ce. T hi s fact was 

used in t he proof of Proposit io n l. P roposi tion l a lso sltowecl t lt at the optimal input combinatio n 

with IlOR and environmenta l regulation will nc\'er be nori hwest of t he set of e ffici ent input b undles 

{the das hed line in fi gu re 4 ). Thus, as -; iuneas<'s. the firm's inpu t bu nd le moves leftwa rd an d 

down ward, away from point rl a ncl a I ways sl a.\' i ng, below the dashed Ii ne. For reason a blc restri ctions 

on the slopes of isoquants , this wo uld appear to r11le o ut l1 avi 11g th e o ptima l input bu nd le move 

outward to isoqu a nts t hat correspon d to l1iµ;h cr outp ut. 
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Figure 1. Optimal input choices under rate of return a nd environmental regulat ion . 
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Figure 2. Output response to changes in r.p . 
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Figure 3. Demand and supply response to changes in B . 
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Figure 4. Op tima l input choi ce unde r ra te of return and environmental regul a tion . 


